Victimization and PTSD in an Indian youth sample from Pune City
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ABSTRACT

Background: Indian adolescents are presumably exposed to a range of potentially traumatizing and negative life events. However, the knowledge on this area is relatively sparse. The present study aims to investigate the prevalence of exposure to potentially traumatizing and negative life events and the occurrence of Posttraumatic Stress Disorder (PTSD) among a specific sample of Indian adolescents.

Method: A sample of 411 Indian 9th graders (M = 14.15 years), from two private schools in Pune City answered a questionnaire about 1) socio-demographical background and 2) the direct or indirect exposure to 20 specific, potentially traumatizing and negative life events. Also, they filled out Part IV of the Harvard Trauma Questionnaire (HTQ-IV) to assess their level of PTSD-symptoms.

Results: 70% of the females and 85% of the males had been exposed to or witnessed at least one traumatizing or negative life event. The mean number of experienced events was 2.5. The most common events were: death of someone close, traffic accidents, serious illness, witnessing the injury or killing of others, and coming close to being injured or killed. The prevalence of PTSD was 10%. Males reported higher direct as well as indirect exposure than females to all events, while no significant gender difference was found in the prevalence of PTSD. Living in a single-parent household meant increased risk of developing PTSD.

Conclusion: Exposure to potentially traumatizing events was comparable to that seen in similar studies in Western European youth samples. Prevalence of PTSD was also in the same range. This may be attributable to a number of protective factors associated with the specific sample. Males were exposed to more potentially traumatizing events than females, but contradictory to most other studies, no gender difference in prevalence of PTSD was seen. These differences in comparison to earlier studies might reflect cultural and national circumstances that distinguish this Indian sample from Western European countries previously investigated.
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1. BACKGROUND

The risk for trauma exposure seems to peak in adolescence [1]. In recent years, a growing number of studies have examined the impact of traumatic and negative life events on children and adolescents. These studies indicate that this group is at risk of developing Post Traumatic Stress Disorder (PTSD) and other behavioral, psychological, emotional, and neurobiological problems after a traumatizing experience [2,3].

During the last decade, a number of epidemiological studies of PTSD among adolescents based on European national probability samples have been published. Still, probability samples among adolescents are rare compared to the number of convenience samples focusing on specific single events such as road traffic accidents [4], assaults [5], sexual abuse [6], natural disasters [7], and war [8]. Hence, the knowledge on general trauma exposure and PTSD prevalence among adolescents is relatively sparse.

In a longitudinal study of 384 US adolescents aged 18, Giaconia and colleagues [9] found that 43% of the total sample had experienced at least one DSM-III-R trauma, and that 6.3% met the criteria for PTSD. Joseph, Mynard & Mayhall [10] focused on less severe and more common negative life events, and in a community based study of 427 English adolescents (11 - 16 years) they found that 84% had experienced at least one negative life event. Costello and colleagues [11] also studied a broad range of potentially traumatic events in a general population study among 1420 children and adolescents (aged 9 - 16) in North Carolina. Approximately 25% of this sample had by the age of 16 experienced a high magnitude event (e.g. death of a loved one, natural disaster, abuse etc.; DSM-III-R extreme stressors), and 6% had experi-
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enced a low magnitude event (school transition, pregnancy, parental divorce etc.) within 3 months prior to the study.

In six studies of traumatic events and lifetime PTSD in national probability or total youth samples [12-17], prevalence of traumatic events and PTSD has been estimated for adolescents in Denmark, Iceland, Lithuania, the Faroe Islands, Israel and Kenya. The exposure to at least one potentially traumatizing event in these studies varied from 74% - 94% for females and 78% - 89% for males. Prevalence rates of PTSD in these studies varied from 6.1% - 20%, and they all showed that the female risk for PTSD after a traumatizing event was around twice the risk of males. By contrast to the above mentioned studies, Meltzer et al. [18] found a much lower prevalence of PTSD (0.4%) in a British National Survey of more than 10,000 children and adolescents. However, in addition to methodological differences, this much lower number reflects a point prevalence estimate whereas the other reviewed studies report lifetime prevalence. In line with the abovementioned studies, this study also found that twice as many females as males met the criteria for clinical PTSD.

Observed variances in prevalence of exposure and PTSD may be due to differences in methodology as well as differences in demographic and culturally related variables. Despite the great variances in PTSD prevalence, the reviewed studies all show that many adolescents around the world do experience a considerable amount of potentially traumatizing events. Furthermore, the studies indicate that these experiences may lead to PTSD or other trauma related symptoms [2,3].

Across studies, certain factors seem to influence the development of PTSD. Giaconia et al. emphasize that family environment has great influence on PTSD development [9]. Ditteksen and Elklit [19] stress that demographic factors such as age and gender can be moderators of the impact of victimization, and other factors such as living with both parents might have a moderating function as well. Several studies suggest that female gender, living in a single parent household, and having experienced multiple traumatic events increases the risk of PTSD [12,20].

The Indian Perspective and the Present Study

Nineteen percent of the world’s child population lives in India; one third of the country’s population (≈440 million) are below 18 years of age. A report from the Indian Ministry of Women and Child Development [21] on child abuse among 12,447 children (ages 5 - 14) and 2324 adolescents (ages 15 - 18) has examined physical, sexual, and emotional abuse. Two out of three children report physical abuse; half the children report having faced one or more forms of sexual abuse, and half the children report emotional abuse. In spite of certain methodological limitations, the report sheds light on an otherwise tabooed subject and the high numbers indicate that an enormous group of children and adolescents are exposed to potentially traumatizing events and life conditions.

India in general is marked by enormous poverty, an ineffective healthcare system, regular terror attacks (e.g. Twin blast in Mumbai in 2005, Delhi bomb blasts 2008, Mumbai terror 2008 etc.), riots [22], and natural disasters (e.g. earthquake in Gujarat in 2001, tsunami in Tamil Nadu in 2004, floods in Bihar 2008 etc.). These conditions can be assumed to increase the risk of exposure to potentially traumatizing events. However, only few studies on PTSD have been conducted in India, and these are mostly about specific trauma events like vehicle accidents [23], intimate partner violence [24], and natural disasters [25]. As such, general knowledge on potentially traumatizing events and the specific impact on adolescents is lacking.

The present study was designed to provide epidemiological information about exposure to traumatic events and negative life events, and the prevalence of PTSD among Indian ninth graders. The study replicates previous similar studies of the same age groups and is therefore suitable for making cross-national comparisons.

In accordance with earlier studies on PTSD prevalence, a gender difference was expected with females fulfilling the criteria for PTSD significantly more often than males. General population studies find that even though males are more likely to experience traumatic life events, females develop PTSD approximately twice as often as males [12,13,15,19]. Based on previous findings, children living in single parent-households were expected to be more exposed to traumatizing events leading to PTSD than children living with both their parents [12]. Considering the life circumstances in India, it was also expected that Indian adolescents in general are more exposed to possible traumatizing events than European adolescents.

2. METHODS

2.1. Subjects

The data in the present study derives from responses of 411 Indian 9th grade students. The students were from 13 to 16 years old (mean = 14.15, SD = 0.47). The gender distribution was 192 females (46.7%) and 219 males (53.3%). The sample of Indian adolescents in this study was from the city of Pune in the state of Maharashtra. Because of limited resources such as time and finances, the study focused solely on subjects from Pune city only, and furthermore only on students from private schools. Five schools in the city were chosen and asked to participate but only two decided to enroll in the study. Both
Schools were private schools with students primarily from a middle and upper class background. Each of the 8 participating classes consisted of 50 to 60 students (M = 55) and an average of 4 students were missing on the day the study was conducted.

2.2. Procedures

Prior to the study, the questionnaire was introduced to the headmasters and the boards of the schools by a letter explaining the aims of the study. The study was then introduced to the students verbally and by letter. The students filled in the questionnaire in the classroom, supervised by the first author in cooperation with two Hindi-speaking Indian psychology students, who explained the purpose of the study, the principles of confidentiality and practicalities in answering the questionnaire. The students were informed that their answers were anonymous; that it was voluntary to participate and they were asked to answer as truthfully as possible, in spite of the somewhat uncomfortable subject. All students present wished to participate in the study.

2.3. Measures

The first part of the questionnaire contained questions about demographic variables such as gender, age and living arrangements. The last part of the questionnaire contained a list of 20 potentially traumatizing events (PTEs; see Table 1) where the students were asked to point out which of these they had been exposed to (direct exposure), and which they had witnessed or heard someone being exposed to (indirect exposure). This list of events was selected on the basis of prior research and clinical experience covering both events that meet the DSM IV A1 Criterion and also some potentially negative life events such as pregnancy/abortion, divorce, being bullied, and absence of a parent. These negative life events were included because it has been shown that not only experiences that meet Criterion A1, but also other intense negative experiences in the family environment can be associated with traumatic responses in adolescents [12]. Psychometric data is not yet available for the negative life event measures but data from multiple studies supports that the events included in the 20 item questionnaire are frequently experienced by youths across nations and cultures and that they are potentially traumatizing [12-17]. The students were asked to pick out the event that they regarded as being the most stressful. The Harvard Trauma Questionnaire Part IV (HTQ) [26] was used to determine the level of PTSD at the time after this event.

**Table 1. Potential trauma events and life events according to exposure and gender.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Event</th>
<th>Direct exposure in percentage</th>
<th>Indirect exposure in percentage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Females (n = 192)</td>
<td>Males (n = 219)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Traffic accident</td>
<td>26.0</td>
<td>50.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other serious accidents</td>
<td>9.9</td>
<td>23.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical assault</td>
<td>2.6</td>
<td>12.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rape</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>2.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Witnessed other people injured or killed</td>
<td>11.5</td>
<td>24.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Came close to being injured or killed</td>
<td>16.7</td>
<td>19.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Threats of violence</td>
<td>4.7</td>
<td>15.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Near-drowning</td>
<td>3.1</td>
<td>13.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Attempted suicide</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>3.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Robbery/theft</td>
<td>5.7</td>
<td>15.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pregnancy/abortion</td>
<td>2.1</td>
<td>4.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Serious illness</td>
<td>21.9</td>
<td>32.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Death of someone close</td>
<td>40.6</td>
<td>42.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Divorce</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>3.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sexual abuse</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>4.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical abuse</td>
<td>4.7</td>
<td>7.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Severe childhood neglect</td>
<td>3.1</td>
<td>5.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bullying</td>
<td>7.8</td>
<td>15.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Absence of a parent</td>
<td>7.8</td>
<td>8.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other events</td>
<td>4.7</td>
<td>4.6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
HTQ consisted of 31 items, of which the first 17 correspond to the PTSD-symptoms in the DSM-IV. The items were scored on a 4-point Likert scale (1 = not at all, 4 = extremely). Since diagnostic interviews were not performed the PTSD scores were not fully diagnosed PTSD: Intrusion (criteria B), Avoidance (criteria C) and Hypervigilance (criteria D). To meet the diagnostic criteria for PTSD it is necessary to have symptoms from all three symptom clusters; at least one symptom from the Intrusion symptom cluster, 3 symptoms or more from the Avoidance symptom cluster and 2 symptoms or more from the Hypervigilance symptom cluster. Good validity and reliability on HTQ has been reported cross-culturally [26,27] in very culturally diverse countries, although it seems that certain items may carry different meanings across cultures [28]. The internal consistency of the scale was found to be good in the present study: Cronbach’s alpha = 0.91 for the total HTQ scale.

3. RESULTS

78.1% of the students reported having directly experienced or witnessed at least one potentially traumatizing event (females = 70%, males = 85%). The most common events recorded were death of someone close (41.4%), traffic accidents (39.2%), serious illness (27.5%), witnessing the injury or killing of others (18.5%) and coming close to being injured or killed (18.2%, see Table 1).

The mean number of direct events experienced per respondent was 2.5 (SD = 2.46). The average number of indirect events per respondent was 3.4 (SD = 3.13). On average, males experienced 3.1 events directly and females 1.8; the difference reached significance in a one-way ANOVA (F1, 409 = 32.0; p < 0.0005). There was also a significant difference between males and females in the number of indirect events experienced (Males = 3.8, Females = 2.8 (F1, 409 = 10.3, p < 0.0005)). In general, males reported more direct exposure to all potentially traumatizing events compared to females. This was especially the case for traffic accidents, other serious accidents, physical assault, witnessing the injury or killing of others, and receiving threats of violence.

410 students stated with whom they live: 395 (96.1%) lived with both parents, 12 (2.9%) lived with one parent and 3 (0.7%) lived with other family members. Adolescents coming from a single-parent household reported more direct exposure to possible traumatizing events (3.5 events versus 2.4 events (χ² = 32.3, p < 0.0005)) and had an increased risk of PTSD (χ² = 5.06, p < 0.03) compared to adolescents living with both parents. The same difference was not found for indirect exposure.

In Table 2, the odds ratios for each type of event are provided. Threats of violence, attempted suicide, physical abuse, severe childhood neglect and humiliation or persecution were associated with OR’s > 2.0, while physical assault and rape had OR’s < 0.50. 10% of the sample fulfilled the criteria for PTSD, and there was no significant gender difference (females = 8.9%, males = 10.5%).

4. DISCUSSION

Despite cultural differences between India and European countries, this study revealed similar exposure rates to similar studies conducted in Europe. Of the students, 78.1% reported direct exposure to at least one PTE (70% of females and 85% of males). The prevalence of PTSD was also very similar to previous findings among adolescents from other countries, with 10% of the Indian students fulfilling the diagnostic criteria for PTSD.

No gender difference was found in the prevalence of PTSD, with 8.9% females and 10.5% males fulfilling the diagnostic criteria for PTSD. This contradicts most other studies conducted on PTSD in adult as well as adolescent samples. Previous studies using the same methodology...
as the present study all find that adolescent females fulfill the criteria for PTSD twice as often (or more) as males [12-15,19]. Large national probability studies conducted earlier also find these gender differences [20,29].

The present data suggest that the Indian boys are more directly exposed than girls to all PTEs. The general tendency of boys being more exposed than girls has also been found in a similar Kenyan study [17] and may be explained by certain specific cultural norms and restrictions. It may be an expression of either a cultural heightened focus on protection of girls in these countries, a lessened focus on protection of boys, or a combination of both. In India, girls are attended and monitored closely, and parents are often rather strict in their regulation of girls’ behavior as their “purity” till marriage is very important [30,31]. Boys, on the other hand, are more free to do what they like, which explains the greater exposure to potentially traumatizing events. This freedom might also impose greater pressure and responsibility on the boys, which could be an explanation for the greater traumatizing effect of distressing events on boys.

Twice as many boys than girls reported direct exposure to pregnancy/abortion which seems quite peculiar. The most obvious explanation is, that the boys reported pregnancies where they were directly involved. When a boy in India impregnates a girl, it is often forced on him to marry the girl and to take full responsibility of his actions, or alternatively to raise money for an early abortion. Thus, because there are a lot of negative circumstances automatically related to getting a girl pregnant, especially for a young boy, it may be reported as direct exposure to a PTE. In a Western frame of mind, we would expect that issues such as rape and sexual abuse would be more prevalent in females than males. Even so, the present results are comparable to a similar Kenyan study where the males also reported higher exposure to pregnancy/abortion, rape and sexual abuse than the females [17]. Some boys could have misunderstood the purpose of the question and may have reported their own direct experience of sexually abusing, impregnating or raping another person. An additional explanation of the higher reports of sexual abuse and rape in the Indian and Kenyan boys than girls, may be found in that the majority of people in India and Kenya regard sex before marriage as being wrong and a girl in these countries may be rejected (by the family or society) or regarded of less value if she has had sexual relations before she is married whether it is her own fault or not [30-32]. The same, however, is not the case for the boys. Therefore, girls may be more reluctant to report sexually related issues such as abuse, rape or pregnancy/abortion than males in these countries.

The prevalence of direct exposure in the present study was comparable to previous European studies (present study = 2.5 events per respondent, previous studies = 1.9 - 3.1 events per respondent). This can be considered surprising in that life circumstances in India includes poverty, terror attacks, riots, and natural disasters. Hence, the exposure to traumatizing events was expected to be higher. The most likely explanation is that the subjects in the present study have been brought up in a somewhat protected environment and have therefore not been exposed to PTE’s that are otherwise frequently occurring in India. Another possible explanation is the difference in cultural definitions of specific events and what is considered traumatizing. In India the use of physical punishment is illegal, but is nevertheless still accepted and used in most schools, and is therefore not necessarily regarded as violence in India as opposed to many Western European countries. Likewise, Indians may be used to seeing for example traffic accidents, starving children in the streets, riots, and terror attacks. Hence, they might be subjects to a form of habituation and perceive the events as less distressing and therefore report less events as traumatizing [16,33-36]. Finally, one must also consider the importance of religion. Religious beliefs have been found to be a mediating factor in the development of PTSD [37], this could be explained from a cognitive view, in that a “sense of coherence” and the ability to see the traumatizing event as meaningful (due to one’s karma or Allah’s will) makes it easier to adapt it to an existing schemata [38]. This might be the case for many Indians since religion plays a central role in the Indian society.

As predicted, living in a single-parent household meant increased risk of developing PTSD. According to [12], a two-parent household may provide more sufficient parental supervision and better socioeconomic opportunities and this seems to apply for India as well. In contrast to earlier studies, the odds ratios for developing PTSD after physical assault and rape were very low (<0.5). However, the exposure to these specific events was low in the sample and the estimates may therefore be subject to uncertainty.

The sample is not representative and it is therefore not possible to conclude anything general about Indian youth based on the present study. However, this study is an important contribution to the PTSD literature, since it is performed in an Indian setting in a sub-community which is rarely studied. It is an interesting find that Indian students from private schools in Pune city report experiences and a prevalence of traumatization that are similar to studies from multiple European countries. The present data is not in accordance with prior reports of e.g. sexual abuse among Indian children and youths, and it is not in accordance with our expectations of a higher prevalence of PTEs in India than found in European countries. Whereas Kacker et al. [21] found extremely high exposure to physical and sexual abuse in the report on child
abuse in India, this study has found a degree of exposure much more in line with similar studies conducted in Europe [12-15].

In this study, 6.1% report physical abuse (Kacker ≈ 66%) while 2.7% report sexual abuse (Kacker ≈ 53%). The sample in Kacker et al.’s study represents children and adolescents from very different socio-economic situations, whereas the sample in the present study is drawn from two upper middle class schools in one city. Future studies about protective factors in private schools vs public schools such as financial support, parental relations, socio economic status, social support etc. could thus provide valuable knowledge on prevention of experiences of PTE’s and development of PTSD in Indian adolescents.

5. CONCLUSION

In conclusion, the present sample of Indian adolescents are as exposed to traumatizing events, as adolescents in European studies. Also, they are just as likely to develop symptoms of PTSD after potentially traumatizing events. Males are exposed to more direct and indirect traumatic events than females which is in line with earlier research on the topic. A notable difference in this study compared to similar studies in Western Europe is the absence of gender differences in PTSD development. Whereas earlier studies on the subject reveal a rate of PTSD around twice as high for females as for males, we found no such difference. Another curious find is that boys report sexual abuse, rape and pregnancy/abortion more often than girls. One might speculate if living conditions for girls in India are significantly more protective or otherwise preventive of PTSD development, and if the expectations and pressure on the boys are higher. Furthermore certain cultural aspects may have affected the way the students responses and it is a possibility that Indian girls may be more reluctant to report sexually related issues than boys.

In line with earlier research, we found that single parenthood increases the risk of PTSD after experiencing a traumatizing event. Finally, it is seen how some traumatizing events are associated with greater risk for PTSD than others; the ones with highest risk being: Threats of violence, attempted suicide, physical abuse, severe childhood neglect, and humiliation or persecution. The study is not representative but provides valuable knowledge about Indian students from a certain socio-economic class. Among others the present study can be used as a base for future studies on risk and protective factors associated with adolescents’ experiences of PTEs and development of PTSD in India.

Limitations

This study has several limitations. First of all, the sample is not representative in that it is local and covers a certain socio-economic class. Future studies that cover adolescents from other areas and other socio-economic classes are necessary to conclude anything general about Indian youth regarding experiences of PTEs and PTSD. The study relied on self-reports which may have produced some bias. The questionnaires were anonymous, but the practical conditions in the classroom might have compromised the feeling of actual anonymity (e.g., the students were sitting very close to one another and some of their teachers were present). Even though English is the official language in Maharashtra along with Hindi and Marathi, some language difficulties were present (for example a word like “nightmare” was unknown to some students). Some cultural bias may also have affected the results. The event questionnaire has not been validated and is originally constructed to reflect a European sample. Questions concerning e.g. natural disasters, terror, religious riots, and caste discrimination were not included and might very well have been relevant. The exclusion of culturally defined stressors might compromise the accuracy of the estimated PTSD occurrence. All the same, this study is one of the first to look at a broad range of potentially traumatizing events and lifetime PTSD prevalence in a large sample of adolescents in India. As such, it contributes valuable information to a field that is only sparsely investigated.
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